15 November: project instructions
  • Groups of 4 students (total 6 groups). Your responsibility to get work partners.
  • Topic based on own ideas and interests.

15 – 27th November: get organised and define a project topic. Think of and possibly contact a supervisor (from your lecturers). Contact Lena or Ulrik if you have questions.

28th November (no later that 12.00). E-mail an A4 page of written text describing your project to UM and LS.

29th November: Project plan presentations, 10 min/group. If you haven’t contacted a supervisor UM and LS will assist with suggestions based on project topic.

29th November – 7th January: project work. 6th December project supervision on request (make arrangements with your supervisor).

9th January: Hand in of written report to your supervisor, UM and LS (email).
  • Ten pages in total, including figures, tables and references.
  • Format: review style report; see Conrad R, 2002 for example.
  • Formatting: body text in times new roman 12 p, with single line spacing. Other formatting according to your own preferences.
  • Reference style: for example (www.scientificstyleandformat.org/Tools/SSF-Citation-Quick-Guide.html) or other standard for scientific journal.

12th and 13th January: Individual project presentations.
  • Individual presentations (OBS! obligatory), three groups of one person from each project group (schedule will be presented later). The ppt should be individually prepared!
Project presentations NGEN03 12th and 13th January 2017

• A max 15 minutes individual presentation of the project you have worked with (you will be timed)

• The presentation will be followed by 15 min of discussion
  o Opposition should consist of general issues, constructive feedback and discussion of interesting aspects of the presented paper.
  o The opponent is responsible for the scientific discussion during the presentation and should not put to much focus on formal issues. Prepare a minimum of 5 scientific questions.
  o Feedback on presentation and presentation technique by UM and LS

• You are divided into four presentation groups (to be named after group formation):
  o 12th January 9.15-12.45, group A:
  o 12th January 13.15-16.45, group B:
  o 13th January 9.15-12.45, group C:
  o 13th January 13.15-16.45, group D:

• You should only attend the group session when you are directly involved.

• Opposition scheme (to be named after group formation):

Warm Welcome

Lena & Ulrik